2006 suzuki forenza transmission control module location

Suzuki Forenza owners have reported 9 problems related to automatic transmission control
module under the power train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below.
Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Suzuki Forenza based on all
problems reported for the Forenza. My transmission range sensor has been replaced twice,
both within a 12 months time frame. Both times my car jerks at low and high speeds and my
engine light is invoked. The second time the dealership replaced my transmission range sensor.
The very same week my vehicle is still experiencing the same exact issues, inclusive of my
engine light coming on and staying on for 3 days. Upon return, the dealership says my jerking,
hard gear shifting and on board engine light is being caused due to an engine skipping issue,
which is "possibly" due to the electronic control module not communicating with the
transmission control module. I feel I'm in a no win situation, it sounds like, just keep writing
checks. My issue sounds the same as the countless others that have been documented, my
issue should be covered since Suzuki is more than aware that these are known issues. See all
problems of the Suzuki Forenza. In less than 2 months, I've had to replace several parts of my
car that I don't believe is part of regular service maintenance. Thermostat, coolant hose, spark
plugs twice in a year , brake lights and headlight bulbs replaced twice in a year , transmission
control module and motor mounts because of the tcm that made my car jerk all the time
whenever I accelerate. Either at a traffic light or on the freeway, my car hesitates to accelerate
and jerks every time I shift gears. Now, possibly the transmission range sensor needs to be
replaced I am currently in the process with this one. I'm afraid in the next few months, I'll be
spending more on car repairs than the car is worth and it's only a !. The tcm switch on my
Suzuki Forenza was replaced in November of and was found by an authorized service center for
Suzuki as being defected. I was told that it caused the transmission to switch itself into neutral,
which caused the car to fail attempts to accelerate at times. I had taken the car to the Suzuki
dealership where I purchased the car within 30 days of buying the car and complained about
acceleration. I was told the was new and would take a little while for the parts to work out their
newness. Within the next two years this issue persisted and would cease to happen after taking
the car in and being told there was no problem found. The issue seemed to go away and would
return again within 90 days. I was even told that I was used to driving cars with better
performance and my perception of how the car drives was the issue. It was only after going to
different service center that I was told the tcms are often replaced but the failure to accelerate
issue could also be the engine or transmission. Failure to accelerate could happen after coming
to a complete stop or acceleration above 40mph. The issue returned after having the tcm switch
replaced within 90 days as it had done after each visit where I was told there was no problem
found. The incidents were intermittent and if left past 90 days would increase in frequency. The
engine light came on this time, so, I could have errors read. I found out in September that the
tcm switch is failing. This complaint is the first step to getting this addressed. This transmission
is sealed and you can not service fluid levels unless you are a dealer no user level checks
possible. They will only give a 12, mile or 12 month warranty only on clutches and drums
replaced not total trans. Told by phone the car was new and would need to be driven for a
couple of weeks to warn up. Invoice findings - no problem found - told not to expect
performance on acceleration. Fix for timing cover January 5, After near accidents and problems
driving between the speeds of 15 and 60 mph: nothing addressed. Told transmission or engine
can go out. Acceleration issues have returned side airbag still shows off when occupied by
person plus pounds. I brought this vehicle used and it now has 37, miles. I barely drive it and
keep it garaged and regularly maintained. After the bumper to bumper warranty expired and
when it past the 36, miles warranty expired before mileage reached I started to experience hard
downshift and hesitating shifts upward reaches or goes above rpms before it shifts. These hard
shifts are mostly between mph and also occur between mph but somewhat softer but still easily
notable. Right off the back they told me that they didn't have enough time to really check it out
and that all they could do is drive. He also told me that Suzuki Forenzas are known for
downshifting hard but I told him that it wasn't like that before the 36, mile marker. I came back
home though without making the diagnosis appointment and read my warranty details. Under ".
What is not covered" for powertrain, no where did it say transmission electronics, infact it
covers 'transmission control module' which is an electrical component of the transmission,
along with many other transmission parts! After reading some of the powertrain complaints
online, it seems like Suzuki knows that they have a big problem on their hands and are waiting
until warranties exp. I bought my car At 4, mi. I began having problems. At 57, mi. I'm on my 3rd
dealer orig. Out of svc. I am having my 3rd trans installed. Can someone say "lemon law? My
car at one point was at the dealer for 34 days straight! On I was barely able to make it in to the
shop as my car was stuck in 3rd gear and I was on the hwy the ck eng, light was on. It was the
trans range switch again! I have absolutely had it with this car and am attempting to re-instate

my arbi- tration with them I dropped it when the supposedly fixed the prob. Last yr. Suzuki's
tech explained to me that there is an engineering design flaw. My car is dangerous and I no
longer want my life in Suzuki's hands. I cannot continue to drive a care that can become faulty
at any time, especially when I am driving mph on the hwy and the car gets stuck in third gear! I
took a short video with my phone that shows the ck eng light on and the d flashing with a line
through it. Every time that the ck eng light comes on lately, it's a new code. Transmision
computer fail to work properly at a moutain. Cars temp. Went high. Vehicle was stuck in 4 gear.
The contact stated the engine revved, it was racing, and the rpm gauge ran higher than normal.
The vehicle will hesitate at any speed. There will be a loss of power, and the vehicle jerked when
power went back into the vehicle. There was no prior warning. This happened every time when
driving the vehicle. He took the vehicle to the dealer. They said the ecm had to be reflashed.
Dealer did the work. The vehicle is still having the same problem since then. Engine check liht
came on, and vehicle seemed to run higher when cold outside. Car Problems. Transmission
Sensor problems. Power Train problems. Automatic Transmission problems. Transmission
Gear Slipping problems. Automatic Transmission Control Module problems. Transmission Slip
Out Of Gear problems. Noises During Shifting problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear
problems. Transmission Failure problems. Transmission Gear Indicator problems. Play Now.
What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related
wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken, bent,
pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do you know about cars? Take the
AutoCodes. The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your vehicle's make and model, and
even your engine type. When is the code detected? The P code is detected when actual gear
position and the commanded gear position are different. The TCM calculates the actual
transmission gear by comparing the signals from the input speed sensor and the output speed
sensor. Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Suzuki code
diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON?
Comments Help us improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if the information
above help you fix the code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P Suzuki code?
Have you replaced any parts? Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home
- About AutoCodes. Posted and Edit by AutoCodes. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very
top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? The contact owns a Suzuki Forenza.
The contact stated that in June the air bag sensor light illuminated. The vehicle was taken to a
dealer who repaired the failure by removing the rubber mat from underneath the seat; however,
the failure continued to occur. The dealer asked the owner to check the wires underneath the
seat, which he did, and found they were wired as designed. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
again who stated that they found a hat under the seat, which was removed. The light went off
temporarily and then came back on. The owner schedule an appointment to have the vehicle
repaired. The failure mileage was 12, The current mileage was approximately 21, Add Complaint.
Once the odometer reached 5,, the air bag light illuminated and has remained lit ever since. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer and they stated that the connection failed. The dealer repaired
the vehicle approximately three or four times; however, the failure still occurs. The current
mileage was 33, and failure mileage was 28, When a passenger is seated in the passenger seat,
the air bag light illuminates and remains lit. The vehicle was taken to the dealer, but they could
not duplicate the failure. The powertrain was unknown. The current mileage was 9, and failure
mileage was When someone is seated in the front passenger seat, the air bag sensor does not
work properly. The contact took the vehicle to the dealer and had it repaired. After the repair,
the headlight indicator no longer works and the contact is unable to determine when the
headlights are illuminated. She also stated that the accelerator pedal has become stiff and she
feels that it may place a strain on her leg when driving long distances. The powertrain and
failure mileage were unknown. The current mileage was 15, One year ago, the contact noticed
that the air bag sensors were disabled while passengers occupied the vehicle. One month later,
while driving approximately 30 mph, the contact was involved in a crash. The air bags failed to
deploy. Two passengers were injured. An investigator from a loan inspector's office stated that
the air bags failed because the vehicle was not traveling at enough speed. The contact took the
vehicle to two local mechanics and both of them stated that the air bags should have deployed.
The vehicle was destroyed and a police report was filed. The manufacturer was not notified and
the air bag module has not been replaced. The current and failure mileages were 10, On Feb 3, ,
I had a automobile accident. The accident resulted in my car being totaled. It had extensive front
end damage, and the air bag sensors were exposed, but the airbags never deployed. I wasn't
injured bad enough to seek medical attention, but could have been, as a result of the airbags
not deploying. My insurance adjuster told me that there was no reason for the bags to not work,
because the sensors were exposed, and I had hit many trees with the radiator resting on the

motor. My adjuster gave me his name and number for contact if I needed for anyone to
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contact him. My car is now totaled, and I have no transportation, because the Suzuki company
will not stand by their products. This is a safety feature, and should have been in working order,
as it was a new car. The vehicle was taken to the dealership who suggested the passenger must
sit in the upright position to activate the airbag. The manufacturer also suggested reading the
owner's manual where this same information could be found. The vehicle was inspected by the
dealership, who determined that the vehicle was operating the way it was designed to operate.
The contact expressed this would be a safety concern in case of an accident where the
passenger airbag does not deploy. The passenger must sit upright in order to trigger both
sensors for the airbag off indicator light to switch off. The vehicle does not recognize that a
passenger is seated in the passenger seat after the vehicle's ignition is turned on, resulting in
the continued illumination of the airbag off indicator light.

